I present a class of functions unifying all singular limits for the emission of soft or collinear gluons in gauge-theory amplitudes at any order in perturbation theory. Each function is a generalization of the antenna functions of ref. [1, 2] . The helicity-summed interferences these functions are thereby also generalizations to higher orders of the Catani-Seymour dipole factorization function.
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The antenna amplitude describes in a unified way all leading singularities of tree amplitudes as the color-connected set of momenta {k a , k 1 , . . . , k i } becomes collinear, likewise for {k j , . . . , k n , k b }, and as the momenta {k i+1 , . . . , k j−1 } become soft,
The momenta kâ ,b are reconstructed from the original momenta via reconstruction functions given in ref. [2] . In this Letter, I generalize the construction of ref.
[2] to higher orders in perturbation theory. To obtain such a generalization, we must first write down a formula for the higher-loop analog of the current J. (See ref. [8] for a related construction.) I will restrict attention here to leading-color amplitudes in the context of a color decomposition [9] , so that only planar diagrams need be considered. These higher-loop analogs to the current will bear the same relation to higher-loop splitting amplitudes as do the tree-level currents to the tree-level multi-collinear splitting amplitudes: spinor products replace momentum fractions, adding phase and correlation information, and capturing a larger scope of singular behavior.
Higher-loop currents J l-loop may be defined via their cuts,
In this equation, X 0-loop means X tree . While the currents appearing here must be evaluated in light-cone gauge, the on-shell amplitudes on the other side of the cut may be evaluated in any gauge.
In the one-loop case, the three-point current has only one cut, illustrated in fig. 1 , and we can reconstruct a loop integral from it,
The restriction to physical polarizations is important, as it will give rise to projection operators inside the loop. More generally, eqn. (5) gives the absorptive part of the higher-loop current. The dispersive part may in principle be obtained through a dispersion relation in D = 4 − 2ǫ dimensions (where no subtractions are needed [10, 11] ). In practice, the reconstruction of loop integrals from combining different cuts is probably an easier way to proceed. The computation of the three-point one-loop current is very similar to that of the one-loop splitting amplitude [12] , and one obtains for the unrenormalized current,
The parameter δ determines the variant of dimensional regularization used, δ = 0 for the four-dimensional helicity scheme [13] , and δ = 1 for the conventional scheme [14] . In this equation, c Γ =
, and (with 2 F 1 the Gauss hypergeometric function and Li 2 the dilogarithm),
With the higher-order current J l-loop in hand, we can write down an expression for the higher-loop generalization of the antenna amplitude,
We can derive the factorization of the leading-color [9] contribution to higher-loop amplitudes by matching on to known purely-collinear limits [15] . We then find for the corresponding factorization, 
Multi-collinear limits in m momenta arise from the simultaneous vanishing of invariants in those momenta and one of the two hard momenta a or b. Mixed collinear-soft (or pure multi-soft) singularities arise from the vanishing of additional invariants involving the other hard momentum as well. The triply-collinear limit k a k 1 k 2 , for example, arises when t a12 , s a1 , and s 12 all vanish at a similar rate. A mixed limit, for example k 2 becoming soft, is reflected in the vanishing of additional invariants, in this particular case s 2b . Because the leading singular behavior in such additional invariants is already included in the antenna amplitude, it also captures the leading behavior in these mixed limits. (This is already implicit in collinear splitting amplitudes, which have the correct z → 0 behavior to describe soft regions, but lack the phase information required for a complete description in those regions.) Accordingly, eqn. (10) gives the leading behavior of r-loop leading-color amplitudes in all singular limits involving the color-connected momenta k 1 , . . . , k m . The singular behavior of leading-color amplitudes in limits of color-nonconnected sets of momenta can be built up from products of antenna functions.
The one-loop single-emission case antenna amplitude was considered previously by Uwer and the author [12] . Freely adding terms less singular than the leading ones in all limits, and judiciously multiplying collections of terms less singular than 1/E 1 in the soft limit k 1 → 0 in the current
1b (a factor which is one in the collinear limit k 1 k a ), and similarly for the current J 1-loop (1, b;b), one obtains,
where
= ln w ln w/(1 − w)
The new helicity structure has non-vanishing values for the following helicity configurations, 
